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We investigate diffusion-induced instabilities of phase waves in one spatial dimension for a two-variable
model of the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. We use as initial conditions small-amplitude phase waves
which exist in the parametric range between a canard point and a supercritical Hopf bifurcation point. Closer
to the canard point, the instability leads to initiation of trigger waves, usually at the zero flux boundary.
Such induced trigger waves reflect from the boundary, and when they collide, a new trigger wave emerges
at the location of the collision. When the parameters are chosen nearer to the Hopf point, the phase waves
lose their regular pattern and become uncorrelated. Very close to the Hopf point, diffusion alters the phase
wave profile into small-amplitude synchronized bulk oscillations. Different types of spatiotemporal behavior
are observed when the wavelength of the phase waves, the overall size of the system, or the diffusion coefficients
are changed. Comparison of the behavior near a canard and near a subcritical Hopf bifurcation shows that
in the former case trigger waves can be initiated at all points of the excitable medium, whereas in the latter
case trigger waves are generated only at the boundary.

1. Introduction
The appearance of trigger waves is usually connected with
the phenomenon of excitability. Brcdns and Bar-Eli' have shown
for the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction that there is also
a relation between excitability and a canard explosion. The
latter term describes the sudden transition of a limit cycle
oscillation, which significantly changes its amplitude and
frequency when a control parameter is slightly changed. The
transition occurs at the canard point. The connection between
excitability and canard explosion suggests that waves can exist
in the vicinity of a canard point. Until now, the canard
explosion has been studied only in point (well-mixed) systems.'-3
It is the aim of this paper to show that diffusion and its
interaction with canard explosions and/or Hopf bifurcations can
affect the stability of phase waves in a spatially extended
reaction system. The dynamics of phase waves and their
transition to trigger waves have been analyzed for models of
the BZ reaction by Reusser and Field4 and recently by Aliev
and Bikta~hev.~
Both groups study their reaction-diffusion
models under conditions where the point system is oscillatory.
In these cases a single oscillatory mode is present, and the
temporal behavior of phase gradients is analyzed.
By contrast, we investigateour model of the BZ reaction close
to a point where two modes of oscillations are separated by a
sharp transition-a canard explosion. By means of a continuation method, parameters are chosen so that the system is placed
between a supercritical Hopf bifurcation and a canard point in
the absence of diffusion. The effect of diffusion is studied by
varying the initial phase gradients, the diffusion coefficients,
and the distance to the canard point. This last quantity plays
the role of a threshold of excitability in the point system, a
threshold which can be shifted under the influence of diffusion.
@

The oscillations of the small limit cycle are particularly
suitable for a study of phase waves, because they can be easily
distinguished from trigger waves, which are related to the large
limit cycle oscillations. The interaction of trigger waves with
zero flux boundaries has been studied by Petrov et aL6 for a
reaction-diffusion system involving cubic autocatalysis. They
observed wave reflection at the boundaries and spontaneous
initiation of waves (wave splitting) when the diffusion coefficients of the reactants are significantly different. We show
here that such conditions are also necessary for the initiation
of trigger waves when phase waves interact with boundaries.
We also compare the excitable properties of a one-dimensional
reaction-diffusion system near a canard with those of the same
system close to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation.

2. Mathematical Model and Numerical Method
2.1. Model of the BZ Reaction. The mathematical model
used in this paper is based on an improved version7 of the
Oregonatofl model of the BZ reaction. We use here a simplified
version of the model with an additional approximation of the
quasisteady state for [Br-1 and [HB~OZ']:~
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TABLE 1: Parameters Used in the Calculations
value
parameter
2 x lo6 dm6 mol-2 s-l
k2
2.0 dm6 mol-2 s-l
k3
3 x lo3 dm3mol-' s-l
k4
33 dm6 mol-2 s-I
ks
4.2 x lo6 dm3 mol-' s-l
k-5
1 x los dm3 mol-' s-l
k6
3.0 dm3 mol-' s-l
k-6
1 x 10-5 mol dm-3 s-I
k7kSk-7

parameter
kdk-7
k9

9

B
C
D X

DZ

1

ho'

value
1x
mol2dm-6
6 x 10-6s-'
0.5
0.02 mol dm-3
4x
mol dm-3
1.5 x 10-ScmZs-1
2.0 x 10-6 cm2 SKI

(M)

0.8..

0.60.4-

0.2''

where

where X denotes the concentrationof HBrO2, Z the concentration
of Fe(~hen)3~+,
and U the concentration of HBrOz+. A
represents the concentration of HBrO3 calculated from Ao, the
analytical concentration of NaBrO3: A = A0
0.2); B is
the concentration of malonic acid; and C is the total concentration of catalyst C = [Fe(phen)?+
Fe(~hen)3~+].The
parameter q is a stoichiometric factor, k2-k9 are rate constants,
and their values in our simulations are given in Table 1. The
total concentration of catalyst C and the malonic acid concentration B are fixed in our calculations (see Table 1). The values
of the Hammett acidity function /Q and the input sodium bromate
concentration A0 are varied to obtain a suitable location for the
canard point.
2.2. Reaction-Diffusion System. To analyze the spatiotemporal behavior of the BZ model, the ordinary differential
equations (1,2) are transformed into a set of partial differential
equations that describe a one-dimensional reaction-diffusionsystem:

w(/Q+

+

a2x
axat =flX,Z) + D, ar2

(4)

D,and D,are the diffusion coefficientsfor X and Z, respectively,
with their corresponding values given in Table 1.
2.3. Numerical Method. We use direct integration of the
system of ODE'S (eqs 1 and 2) to investigate the behavior of
the system in the vicinity of the Hopf bifurcation point and the
canard point. We employ the CONT'O numerical continuation
package to obtain the parameters for the sub- and supercritical
Hopf bifurcations. The canard explosion, sometimes called a
false bif~rcation,~
cannot be determined by a continuation
method. Therefore, we use direct integration of eqs 1 and 2 by
the Gear method or a semiimplicit Runge-Kutta-Merson

method. We analyze the roles of the bromate concentration A0
and the acidity ho in the model. Simulations of the system
described by eqs 4 and 5 are performed by the finite-difference
method utilizing the LSODE subroutine" for zero-flux boundary
conditions. For the numerical integration we use 100-400
equidistant grid points while keeping a constant resolution of
0.05 "/grid
point.
The initial conditions for the spatial system are prepared from
the point system (eqs 1 and 2). The temporal profile of the
small limit cycle oscillations is converted into a spatial profile
of phase waves, which serves as the initial distribution of the
concentrations of X and 2, as follows. First, the period of
oscillations in the point system is determined. Then, the time

Figure 1. (a) Bifurcation diagram in the Ao-ho parameter plane: solid
lines, supercritical Hopf bifurcation, dashed line, location of canard
explosion. Inset shows enlargement near Hopf and canard lines in the
vicinity of ho = 0.3. (b) Absolute dA, (solid line) and relative dA,
(dashed line) distance between Hopf and canard points as a function
of AH , the value of A0 at the Hopf bifurcation point.

step is calculated by dividing the period of oscillation by the
number of points per phase wave in the spatial system. The
total number of points in the time sequence of the point system
is equal to the number of grid points in the spatial system and
is determined from the resolution, the length of the system, and
the wavelength of phase waves. The initial concentrations at
the grid points of the spatial system are set to the values at the
equidistant points of the temporal system.
We monitor the temporal evolution of patterns in most cases
over a time of more then 300 min, which is sufficient to
determine the qualitative behavior. To analyze the influence
of various parameters on the evolution of the pattems, we vary
A0 in a range between the canard point and the supercritical
Hopf bifurcation, where the point system exhibits limit cycle
oscillations with small amplitude. The length of the system,
the wavelength of the phase waves, and the diffusion coefficients
are changed in order to examine their effect on the dynamics
of the pattems.
The integrations show that the proximity of bifurcations
makes the results sensitive to numerical errors. Therefore,
special attention has to be paid to the accuracy. We make sure
that a further increase in accuracy of 1 order of magnitude causes
changes of less than 1% in the results. To avoid numerical
effects, we allowed a relative tolerance of lo-* and an absolute
tolerance of
and we tested our results using different
methods of integration.
3. Results

3.1. The Point (Well-Mixed) System. The dynamical
behavior of eqs 1 and 2 for the BZ reaction in a well-mixed
system is summarized in Figures 1-3. Figure l a shows the
Ao-ho diagram obtained by continuation of Hopf bifurcation
points and by determination of canard points from direct
integration of the rate equations. For the parameter set in Table
1 we find canard explosions in the vicinity of both Hopf
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length (mn)

Figure 4. Initiation of a reduction trigger wave from phase waves
for A0 = 0.4574 M at and near zero-flux boundaries. When trigger
waves collide, a new trigger wave is initiated. The trigger wave is
reflected from the zero-flux boundary. Wavelength of phase waves is
2.5 mm.

Figure 2. Oscillatory behavior of the model of BZ reaction in
the vicinity of a canard point: (a) time evolution and (b) Z-log X
phase plane. Solid line, A0 = 0.45677 M; long-dashed line, A0 =
0.456 778 873 553 98 M; short-dashed line, A0 = 0.456 778 873 553 99
M; dotted line, A0 = 0.456 78 M. Accuracy of integration method is
10-14.

Hopf curves. The distance between the canard point and the
Hopf point amounts to less than lo-’ M for low Ao, whereas
for high A0 the distance can be larger then
M. For this
reason, we decided to analyze the behavior only for high Ao,
where the range of small-amplitude oscillations can be located
experimentally.
Figure l b shows the absolute distance dAa between the value
of A0 at the Hopf bifurcation point AH and at the canard point
Ac: dA, = AH - Ac. The dashed line represents the relative
distance dA,= (AH - Ac)/AH. To analyze more robust behavior
and to lower the influence of numerical errors, we chose
parameters for which the absolute and relative distances between
the Hopf bifurcation and the canard point are close to their
maxima. Both maxima occur near ho = 0.3 M, and we use
this value in further simulations.
Several oscillations of Z in the vicinity of the canard
point are displayed in Figure 2a, and the shapes of the
corresponding limit cycles are displayed in Figure 2b. We
assume that trajectories for A0 in the interval (A1 , A,) fill
the inner space between the “large” limit cycle (AI =
0.456 778 873 553 98 M) and the “small” limit cycle (A, =
0.456 778 873 553 99 M). Hence, we speculate that the canard
transition is continuous.
The dependences of the amplitude and of the period of stable
oscillations on the parameter A0 are shown in Figure 3. The
inset shows an enlarged scale between the points Ac and AH.
There is a qualitative difference between the transition of
amplitude and period at the canard point. The amplitude
changes monotonically when crossing the canard point. On the
other hand, the period of the limit cycle increases when
approaching the canard point from either side. This is caused
by the presence of a slow manifold in the phase plane (see
Figure 2b). The trajectory at the canard point follows this
manifold. As a result, the period increases as the canard point
is approached.
3.2. The Reaction-Diffusion System. In this section we
describe the results of simulations of the BZ reaction-diffusion
system in a range of parameters which place the well-mixed
system between a supercritical Hopf bifurcation and a canard
point. In this case, the medium itself is oscillatory with small
amplitude but allows propagation of large-amplitude trigger
waves. Excitation of these waves does not require any extemal
perturbation. The presence of an impenetrable boundary can
be sufficient to cause an oncoming phase wave to be reflected
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Figure 3. Dependence of amplitude (a) and period (b) of oscillations
on initial bromate concentration A0 . In (a), dashed line represents
the amplitude of Z and solid line represents the amplitude of X. Insets
show dependences in the vicinity of the canard C and Hopf H points.

bifurcation curves, which correspond to a low and a high input
bromate concentration and characterize the border between the
reduced steady state and oscillations (low Ao) and oscillations
and the oxidized steady state (high Ao), respectively. Both Hopf
bifurcation curves represent supercritical bifurcations for this
set of parameters. As we show later, for slightly different
parameters the supercritical bifurcation can become subcritical.
The range of the parameter A0 in which small-amplitude
oscillations can be found is dramatically different for the two
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Figure 5. Patterns of trigger waves initiated from phase waves. Initial condition: phase waves with wavelength 2.5 mm. Concentration of Ao (in
M): (a) 0.4569, (b) 0.4572, (c) 0.4575, and (d) 0.4577. Concentration of femin is quantified with 256 gray levels, white represents high femin
concentration, and black stands for low femin concentration. To enhance the visibility of phase waves, the darkest gray level is set for 2 5 3.94
mM.

as a trigger wave. These conditions give rise to reduction
waves,I2for which experimental reflection of trigger waves has
recently been reported.13
Figure 4 illustrates the diffusion-induced trigger waves for
A0 = 0.4574 M and an arbitrarily chosen wavelength for the
phase waves of 2.5 mm. The spatial profile of the ferroin
concentration (C-2)is plotted against time. The first trigger
wave is initiated at the left boundary toward which the phase
waves are moving. As the trigger wave propagates from this
boundary to the right, its amplitude decreases. This effect results
from the initially higher speed of the wave back relative
to the leading f r ~ n t . ~ +Later,
~ * * ~the
~ front profile becomes
stationary and assumes a constant amplitude. This transient
change of the wave profile plays an important role in the
reflection of trigger waves, as one can also see in the following
figures.
The medium behind trigger wave 1 is in the oscillatory mode
of the small limit cycle. Its spatial profile shows phase waves,
whose phase gradient is determined by the speed of the trigger
waves which precede them. About 60 s after the beginning of
the simulation, the phase waves lose their initial profiles, and
the spatial pattern becomes less correlated. In consequence,
trigger wave 2 is initiated after about 100 s near the opposite
boundary and travels in both directions. The trigger wave which

propagates to the left collides with the first trigger wave, and
they annihilate each other. The wave which travels to the right
hits the right boundary, where it is reflected as trigger wave 3.
At the point of the collision of the first two trigger waves a
new wave 4 is initiated at t = 200 s which propagates in both
directions. This wave pair always forms when the wave is
initiated in the bulk of the medium. The part of the wave which
goes to the right soon collides with wave 3 and again gives
rise to another trigger wave (5). The part that goes left travels
over 7.3 mm, until it collides with wave 6. Trigger wave 6 is
initiated in the region through which the first trigger wave has
traveled and in which the profile of phase waves, generated by
the first trigger wave, has become unstable.
The generation and interaction of trigger waves are displayed
in Figure 5 for increasing values of Ao. A gray scale represents
the concentration of ferroin; the dark gray stands for high
concentrations as they appear in the reducing trigger waves.
The light gray patterns indicate the phase waves. At t = 0 the
phase waves with a wavelength of 2.5 mm travel from left to
right. For the three lower A0 values (Figure 5a-c) which lie
closer to the canard point, a trigger wave is initiated as soon as
the minimum of the phase wave profile reaches the right
boundary. Several further trigger waves arise from the unstable
phase wave pattern. The closer the system is to the canard point,
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Figure 6. Destabilization of phase waves near a Hopf bifurcation point. Initial conditions as in Figure 5. Concentration of Ao (in M): (a) 0.458,
(b) 0.460, and (c) 0.462. The darkest gray level is set for 2 I3.97 mM.

the larger is the destabilizing effect caused by the diffusion.
For A0 = 0.4569 M (Figure 5a) three pairs of trigger waves are
initiated in the bulk of the medium. These, together with the
one single wave coming from the right boundary, produce three
collisions and one reflection at the left boundary. The annihilation and almost immediate reinitiation of waves at the point of
each collision along with the reflections at the boundaries
preserve the total number of waves throughout the temporal
evolution.
The number of trigger waves originating from the bulk
decreases with increasing Ao. Only two trigger waves originate
in the bulk for A0 = 0.4572 M (Figure 5b); the third one is
induced at the right boundary. Each wave that hits a boundary
is reflected, because the distance from the point of its origin in
the bulk to the boundary is short enough for the amplitude of
the trigger wave not to decay below a certain threshold, which

seems to be critical for the reflection of trigger waves. The
scenario is slightly different for A0 = 0.4575 M (Figure 5c),
where only one initiation occurs in the bulk medium. The
number of reflected and initiated waves in the bulk is preserved
only for the first 10 min. Then the initiation is shifted so close
to the left boundary that the trigger wave traveling to the right
has enough space to decay below the threshold. As a result,
reflection is inhibited. Afterward, it takes almost 3 min until
the phase wave pattern becomes unstable, and a new trigger
wave is initiated in the bulk region.
For A0 = 0.4577 M (Figure 5d) the initial phase waves fail
to induce a trigger wave. In this case, the destabilizing effect
of the diffusion is rather low, and only after more than 4.5 min
a trigger wave appears at the right boundary. When the wave
reaches the left boundary, its amplitude is too low to support
reflection. Although an irregular phase wave pattern is estab-
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Figure 7. Spatiotemporal pattern of trigger waves in systems
with length (a) 5 mm and (b) 20 mm. A0 = 0.4574 M, wavelength of
phase waves = 2.5 mm. The darkest gray level is set for 2 5 3.94
mM.

lished, no further trigger waves are initiated for the rest of the
time simulated.
The effect of varying A0 in the direction away from the canard
point and closer to the Hopf point is shown in Figure 6. The
spatiotemporal behavior is displayed for three time intervals of
3 min each. No trigger waves are found, but the phase waves
show an interesting pattern when the simulation is extended
over a longer period of time-in this case over 300 min. For
A0 = 0.458 M (Figure 6a) the initial phase waves with
wavelength 2.5 mm are sustained during the first minute.
Afterward, the pattern becomes irregular and oscillates in a
spatially uncorrelated way. If A0 is increased to 0.460M (Figure
6b), the initial phase waves persist for a longer time, but the
pattern eventually becomes irregular. For A0 = 0.462 M the
initial phase waves turn into a spatially synchronizedoscillation,
as can be seen in Figure 6c. The less excitable the medium is,
the more regular the spatial profile becomes. The amplitude
of the oscillations decreases as the parameter A0 is increased
toward the supercritical Hopf bifurcation.
Figure 7 shows the influence of the length of the system on
the evolving pattern. Phase waves with a wavelength of 2.5
mm were used as initial conditions for systems of length 0.5
cm (Figure 7a) and 2 cm (Figure 7b). In each case a trigger

wave is initiated at the right boundary and travels to the left. In
the shorter system the wave hits the left boundary and is
reflected to the right. The trigger wave undergoes repeated
reflections and thus gives rise to a regular behavior. On the
other hand, the longer system produces two additional initiations
of waves: one close to the left boundary at about 1.5 min and
the other after 4 min in the right quarter of the medium.
Afterward, the pattern is characterized by repeated reflections
and collisions with subsequent initiations of waves. As a result,
a more complex pattern evolves.
The effect of the initial wavelength of the phase waves on
the evolving pattern is shown in Figure 8. The influence is
significant at the beginning, where a shorter wavelength of 1
mm (Figure 8a) leads to an earlier initiation of trigger waves at
the boundary as well as in the bulk of the medium. The longer
wavelength of 5 mm (Figure 8b) delays the onset of the trigger
wave at the boundary and allows it to travel through the whole
medium. NO trigger wave is initiated at the right when the
wavelength is increased to 20 mm (Figure 8c). Instead, a wave
is generated at the left boundary after the phase wave profile
has become unstable. Another trigger wave is induced even a
little earlier in the bulk of the medium. An infinite wavelength,
Le., an initially homogeneous distribution of concentrations
(Figure 8d), leads to oscillations which are synchronized over
a longer period of time but nevertheless become unstable and
produce trigger waves. The resulting patterns display similarities in all four cases; each wave profile is characterized by a
reflection at a boundary and by an initiation which results from
a collision.
Diffusion plays an important role in the destabilization of
the phase waves and in the generation of the trigger waves. To
show that the appearance of trigger waves results from an
instability induced by diffusion, we have also studied the trigger
wave initiation varying the diffusion coefficient of ferroin D,
and keeping Dx constant. No qualitative change is found
in the pattern of trigger waves when a smaller value of the
diffusion coefficient D,,even zero, is used. On the other hand,
higher values of D, have a significant effect on the trigger
waves. In Figure 9 phase waves with a wavelength of 2.5 mm
are set up for an excitable medium with A0 = 0.4574 M. For
diffusion coefficient D, = 4 x
cm2 s-I trigger waves
are generated mainly at the boundaries and reflection becomes
rare.
If one reduces the difference of the diffusion coefficients by
increasing D, to 5 x lov6 cm2 s-I (Figure 9b), the medium
becomes less excitable. Only one trigger wave produced at the
right boundary out of the initial phase waves is observed during
the first 20 min. A further increase of Dz to 6 x
cm2 s-I
(Figure 9c) still supports an instability of the initial pattern of
phase waves and the initiation of a trigger wave. For equal
cm2 S-I
diffusion coefficients, Le., D, = 0,= 1.5 x
(Figure 9d), a stable, homogeneously oscillating pattern is
obtained, and no trigger waves are found.
To assess whether the excitable properties at a canard point
are unique, we changed the parameters in such a way that our
methods could be applied to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. For
a valid comparison, the extent of that change should be small.
We have found a subcritical Hopf bifurcation for q = 0.47 and
B = 0.05 M. Figure 1Oa displays the one-parameter bifurcation
diagram which shows the range of coexistence of a stable focus
and a stable limit cycle for A0 in the interval (0.40745,
0.409 89). In the well-mixed system, an unstable limit cycle
(open squares) separates the basins of attraction of the stable
focus and the stable limit cycle.
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Figure 8. Spatiotemporal patterns of trigger waves for different wavelengths of initial phase waves: (a) 1 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 20 mm, and (d)
uniform initial condition (infinite wavelength). A0 = 0.4574 M, other parameters as in Figure 5.

Initial conditionsfor phase waves are taken in this case from
the oscillations of the unstable limit cycle. The profile is
obtained from an integration in negative time, for which the
attractor is the unstable limit cycle. Since the accuracy of the
integration procedure does not permit exact determination of
the unstable limit cycle, all initial points are chosen so that they
would eventually end up on the stable limit cycle in the point
system. Figure lob for A0 = 0.4080 M shows that in the
distributed system the diffusion prevents the system from
reaching the oscillatory mode. Instead, the initial phase waves
are smoothed out, and a homogeneous steady state results. A
similar initial configuration is chosen for A0 = 0.4085 M in
Figure 1Oc. In this case a trigger wave is initiated at the
boundary toward which the phase waves are moving. In the
other parts of the medium the phase waves decay to a steady
state. The trigger wave reflects from the boundary, and the
reflection keeps repeating. Details on reflections in the case of
a subcritical Hopf bifurcation can be found in a recent paper
by Kosek and Marek.14 The unstable limit cycle of the point
system does not coincide exactly with the threshold of excitability in the reaction-diffusion system. If A0 is close.to the
value where the unstable limit cycle collides with the stable
one, trigger waves can also be initiated from phase waves even
when the initial conditions represent points in the basin of
attraction of the stable steady state.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In analogy to the point system, the reaction-diffusion system
of the BZ reaction shows excitable properties. A local excitation
above a threshold can lead to propagation of a trigger wave
and to its reflection at a zero flux boundary. This phenomenon
is described by Kosek and MarekI4 for a four-variable BZ
reaction-diffusion system close to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. In their model the perturbation is part of the initial
conditions, and the excitable medium is characterized by
coexistence of a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle.
Similarly, finite-amplitude perturbation resulting in complex
patterns including wave splitting is described by Pearson15
for a simple reaction-diffusion model with cubic autocatalysis.
As we have shown here, another medium that displays
excitable properties is the oscillatory mode of the small limit
cycle that is separated from the large limit cycle oscillations
by a canard transition. The propagation of trigger waves,
their reflection at zero flux boundaries, and their collision with
subsequent reinitiation are also found in this oscillating
medium.
As opposed to the stable steady state, the oscillatory mode
of the small limit cycle is affected by diffbsion so that it becomes
spatially inhomogeneous. This happens particularly when the
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Figure 9. Spatiotemporal patterns for A0 = 0.4574 M with modified diffusion coefficients of femin D, (in cm2 s-'):
and (d) 1.5 x
Other parameters as in Figure 5.
(c) 6 x

diffusion coefficients of the reactants are significantly different.
A similar phenomenon arises in the formation of Turing
structures.'6 In the latter case, the autocatalyst is the slower
diffusing species, and diffusion destabilizes the homogeneous
steady state with respect to an inhomogeneous, time-independent
state. In our example of an excitable medium close to a canard
point, the spatial instability is obtained when the autocatalyst
is the faster diffusing species. The difference between the
canard transition and a subcritical Hopf bifurcation is most
evident in the case of uniform initial conditions. For the
subcritical Hopf bifurcation, initial conditions in the basin of
attraction of the steady state lead to a uniform steady state,
whereas initial conditions in the basin of attraction of the limit
cycle lead to oscillationsof the bulk. On the other hand, in the
vicinity of a canard point the uniformity of small-amplitude
oscillations of the bulk is broken, and trigger waves are induced
(see Figure 8d).

(a) 4 x

(b) 5 x

The fact that in many cases trigger waves are initiated at the
zero-flux boundaries indicates that the borders of the reactiondiffusion system are special locations in which the excitability
is altered. This is the case when the boundary is the target of
the apparent motion of the phase waves. The trigger wave is
induced when the boundary is hit by the maximum of the ferroin
phase wave, which is close to the steepest gradient of X
([Hl3rO2]). Its magnitude can be modified by the phase gradient,
which is determined by the initial wavelength. If the concentration gradient attains a suitable magnitude and direction, a trigger
wave can be initiated at the boundary. For this reason, shorter
wavelength phase waves are most suitable for inducing trigger
waves.
In the simulations we have chosen parameters such that
the distance between the canard point and the supercritical
Hopf bifurcation is relatively large. In this way we reduce
the sensitivity of the integrations toward numerical artifacts.
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The phenomenon that characterizes the initiation of trigger
waves from destabilized phase waves is independent of
the location of the canard point in the parameter space.
This behavior is also observed in BZ models in which
[HBr02+] and [Br-] constitute the additional third and fourth
variables.
In experiments on well-stirred systems it is often difficult to
distinguish between a subcritical Hopf bifurcation and a
supercritical Hopf bifurcation with a closely associated canard
explosion. In both cases the transition between the focus and
the limit cycle appears as a sudden phenomenon. The corresponding reaction-diffusion system may provide a means of
differentiating between the two types of bifurcations when
appropriate relations hold between the diffusion coefficients.
The appearance of trigger waves in the bulk is a characteristic
property of a canard. If one can exclude secondary effects that
can serve as a superthreshold perturbation, a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation should not lead to autonomous initiation of trigger
waves in the bulk.
If the results of our one-dimensional simulations can be
extrapolated to higher dimensions,then in some cases the sudden
appearance of trigger waves in thin layers of solution, which
frequently occurs in experiments on the BZ reaction, may be
associated with a diffusion-induced instability near a canard
point.
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Figure 10. Behavior of the phase waves in the range of parameters
corresponding to a subcritical Hopf bifurcation. (a) One-parameter
bifurcation diagram showing the dependence of femin concentration
2 on initial bromate concentration A0 in the well mixed system for q =
0.47 , B = 0.05 M, and ho = 0.3 M (other parameters as in Table 1).
HP = Hopf bifurcation point, SF = stable focus, UF = unstable focus,
SLC = stable limit cycle, and ULC = unstable limit cycle. (b) Phase
wave annihilation for A0 = 0.4080 M. (c) initiation of trigger wave
and its reflection from the boundary, A0 = 0.4085 M.
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